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The Day That Was Years
In The Making

The first law book each young lawyer owns is generally a text book.

And even while he is buying it, he promises himself "Some day I'm going to buy a complete and up to date law library."

Year follows year. He purchases a set of statutes—a digest—then a set of reports.

And finally the day comes. He buys a copy of Shepard's Citations and subscribes to the Cumulative Supplements.

To him, it is a symbol of everything that is fine in a law book service. Compact—complete in scope—elaborately analyzed—accurate—time-saving—economical and always up to date.

Perhaps Shepard has meant something like this to you. Perhaps you have wanted one for years, yet have gone on postponing the pleasure and satisfaction it would give you.

Why postpone that anticipation any longer? Right now, give yourself and your associates the thrill of owning Shepard's Citations—the companion unit that, in the eyes of the legal profession, is absolutely indispensable.

We will gladly explain this service to you in every detail.

SHEPARD'S CITATIONS
The Frank Shepard Company
76-88 Lafayette Street
New York